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OF 100 YOU ONLY GET 10 OR FOOD FOR THOUGHT

John Fogl and Nancy Landes

Unit Title: Net Energy

Module Title: Of 100 You Only Get 10 or Food for Thought

ascription of Module: Consisting of three activities and an evaluation

section, each part can be conducted in the classroom or completed individually

as homework. Activity 1 introduces the students to food chains and energy

transfers between trophic levels in natural food system and acquaints the

students with their position in food chains. Activity 2 explores the energy

inputs and outputs of the U.S. food system and gives the students the opportunity

to locate the energy inefficiencies in the system. Activity 3 relates the

financial cost of the energy intensive food system to the consumer. The evalua-

tion section allows the student to suggest possible ways of decreasing Gle energy

consumption of our food system.

Unit Objectives Met: le, and 2a.

Materials Neaded: Paper, pencil, portket computer, gram (metric) food scale.

Module Type: Alternative

Context: Science, Math, Social Studies.

Time Required: One class period.

Mode: Group activities (comparing data, interpreting graphical information, etc.);
class discussion; individual activities.

Sample Evaluation Items

The Youth Energy Project is funded by the Michigan Department of Commerce and
the Michigan Energy Extension Service on a Ilot basis. Michigan State
University's Cooperative Extension Service (4-H - Youth Programs) and Science
and Mathematics Teaching Center are the project contractors. This material
was prepared with the support of the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) Grant No.
EC-77-6-01-5092.



Summary of Activity Objectives

1. perm, flow through natural systemscreates an awareness that:

a. energy flows through food chains.

b. energy is lost at each transformation (trophic level) in a
food chain.

c. man is part of these natural systems.

d. y being at the end of a food chain, man receives only a small
part of the energy potentially available to him.

2. Energy gain of intensive agricultural products in the U.S. food
system createsan awareness that:

a. in modern agricultural systems, more goes into producing a
crop or farm product than just the energy from the sun.

b. some crops and products require more energy input than others.

c. most crops produced by intensive agriculture have a favorable
energy gain.

d. the largest part of energy inputs in the U.S. food system is
expended in getting the agricultural products from the field
to the consumer's tablet

e. this expenditure of energy on non-agricultural activities gives
the entire U.S. food system a very inefficient energy gain.

3. An energy menucreates an awareness of the financial relationship
between an energy inefficient food system and the consumer.
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Activity I

The concept of energy flow through an ecosystem is an important one

for students to understand. We, as Americans, have another inefficient

food system, both in production and consumption. We.tend to eat food

items farther removed from the original source of energy--the sun.

These student exercises are quite self-explanatory and provide the

students with some background information they will need to fully under-

stand the activities to follow in the Agriculture and Food Module, (Of

100 You Only Get 10 or Food For Thought).

Some figures from Environmental Science are given here that you

may want to share with your students for further clarification of the 10%

Rule of energy flow.

1. Sun 1,000 calories

Plant 780 calories not absorbed

228 calories absorbed but released as heat

12 calories of gross production

7 calories used as plant respiration

5 calories left for net production of

new plant tissue

Deer 4.5 calories used for respiration,

movement, etc.

C.5 calories left for new animal tissue.

As you can see from this example, the inital loss of energy from the sun at

the producer level is around 99%. The 10% Rule applies only from the producer

level through consumer levels. While in nature specific examples of energy

transfers between trophic levels have been found to vary from 5% to 20%, most

3



are around 10% and, therefore, the 10% Rule is'a useful generalization.

1. 27,000 lbs of alfalfa will produce 3,300 lbs of beef

in cattle, which in turn will produce 150 lbs of body weight

in humans.

Another example adapted from Replenish the Earth by G. Tyler Miller

and included in Energy. Food, and You is this pyramid of numbers.

4 f;

Man for one year
Trout

Frogs

Grasshoppers

. . Pounds of grass



STUDENT GUIDE

Activity I Energy Flow Throuffi Natural Systers

Energy for all living organisms comes from the sun. Solar energy is

captured by green plants and transformed into chemical energy or food

energy by a process called photosynthesis. These green plants may be

called autotrophs for this reason--they are self (auto) nourishing (troph)

organisms; that is, they manufacture their own food. Members of the animal

kingdom, on the other hand, are other nourishing or heterotrophic organisms

because they must feed on the green plants or on other animals to acquire

the energy or nutrients (food) they need for life processes. Thus, energy

flows through a 1...ving system from the sun to autotrophs and then to

heterotrophs. Such an energy chain (or food chain) would look like this:

sun > autotroph > heterotroph

(green plant) (mouse, cow, man, deer)

Because different organisms have varying positions in the energy chain,

ecologists place organisms on trophic levels or levels of nourishment. The

first (or bottom) ley( l is made up of the autotrophs, also called the producers,

because these green p'-ants produce food for other organisms. Orgamisms that

eat the producers are called primary consumers and occupy the second trophic

level. The third trophic level is made up of secondary consumers who feed upon

the primary consumers. Consumer levels continue through the fourth and even

fifth levels in a few cases depending on the length of the energy or food

chain. One example of a food chain would be: sun----> grass --->mouse-4 owl

Another example would be: sun --> algae > mosquito larvae > sunfish---> pike > man

5



Identify the following for the above food chains:

Producers

Primary Consumers

Stcondary Consumers

Tert4ary Consumers (third level consumer)

Quaternary Consumers (fourth level consumers)

*P4oduceA4 - pew* and atgae
Con4ume4 - muse and mo4qui2o tanvae

2nd eonaumen - out and Aun64:4h
Mid Cowmen - pike
4th Con4umek - man

In th o! next food chain, what trophic level does man occupy?

sun--> tomatoes ---> Man

*Man Ao the ptimaty eon4u1ek.

Wbat about this food chain? sun--> grass--:cow-->man

*Neu, man AA the 4e2ondam conAumelt.

Other terms cften usqd to describe positions in food chains ara--herbivore,

carnivore, and omnivore, where the trophic levels match as follows:

herbivore -- primary consumer (plant eater)

carnivore secondary consumer

tertiary consumer (meat eater)

quaternary consumer

omnivore occupies varying trophic levels from primary through quaternary

consumer depending upon food eaten (eats both plant and animal)

Another group of organisms, which are extremely important to our ecosystem,

function as decomposers in the food chain. These organisms, such as fungi,

bacteria, snails, etc., are called saprovorea and feed on non-living organic

matter and aid in the process of decay.
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To illustrate the use of these terms, when you eat a raw carrot, you are

occupying the primary consumer's trophie level and are eating as an herbivore

when you eat beef or pork or chicken, you are functioning as a secondary

consumer and as a carnivore. In eating fish, you may be ateither the second,

third or fourth consumer level depending upon what that particular fish had

eaten before it was caught. Because the fish is animal matter, you are again

eating as a carnivore. As you can see from the above examples, you are also

an omnivore because your diet consists of both plant and animal material.

Would a person on a vegetarian diet be a herbivore, a carnivore or an

omnivore? What if that person also ate eggs and cheese?

*A stAiet vegetaAian woutd be an habivone. 16 he ate eggh and
cheese, he'd be a cauivou Aince they arte animat moducth.

List the foods you had for breakfast or lunch today. Trace the various

food chains involved in each of the different foods you ate and record whether

you were functioning as a primary consumer (herbivore), secondary or higher

level consumer. Which level do you seem to occupy most often?

*AnsumAs wite vaAy with individuat diets, but most students witt
mast ogen occupy the pnimaky on secondaky conhumet teveZ.

For some added information, try weighing your food on a_gram (metric) food

scale before you eat. How much does your entire ueal weigh? Are you eating

more meat (by weight) or more vegetables, fruits or breads? What percentage

by weight is the meat? What percentage of your meal (by weight) is plant

material? As measured by percent of diet by weight, which trophic level do

you most often occupy?
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You have been introduced to various terms that help to catalogue the food

jou eat. You are now aware of trophic levels, herbivores, carnivores, omnivores,

and saprovores. You have diagrammed SOMA of yourown food chains and found that

you occupy different trophic levels depending upon the food you eat. But what

does all this mean? What's the point?

The major point is one concerning energy. Why do we need to eat? We need

to eat to supply our bodies with the energy needed to live. All our body

processes and movements require energy and our Paergy source is food.

As you learned in previous modules, some energy is lost as it is transferred

or transformed from one situation to the next. (Remember energy source and

energy receiver?) Food is your energy source,

,:-Snd ultimately, all food energy comes from

the sun. How efficient are we in using

the sun's energy?

THIRD ORDER
CONSUMER

PRODUCER

FIRST ORDER
CONSUMER

SECOND ORDER

CONSUMER

Study the diagram of the Energy Pyramid. Notice that the energy originally

comes from the sun. The sun's energy is captured through photosynthesis at the

producer level. Then the energy moves through the consumer levels from first

order consumer through the second, third, fourth and sometimes fifth level.

Notice that the diagram is in the shape of a pyramid. Why do you think this is

so? According to the previous discussion on energy transfer, what is happening

from one level to the next?
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That's right! Some energy is "lost" through

the food chain as heat energy. (The energy is

not really "lost", it's just transformed into a form of

energy we cannot use.) The food energy moves through

the energy pyramid (through the trophic levels)

with what is called the 10% Rule. Each

higher level is able to obtain only 10% of the energy available from the lower

level. For example, in the food chain grass mouse snake, the mouse receives

10% of the energy the grass has stored and the snake receives only 10% of the energy

the mouse received from the grass. Thus, as the energy moves through the food

chain, less and less of the original energy of the sun and the plants is available.

An analogy would be to think of 1,000 energy units representing the food energy

available at the producer level. 10% of 1,000 is 100, which is the energy available

at the first consumer level; 10% of 100 is 10 left at the second consumer level;

10% of 10 is lunit left at the third consumer level. So, in transferring energy

through three trophic levels, 1,000 energy units were reduced to 1 energy unit

available at that third level. Are we more efficient food energy consuvers as

herbivores or as carnivores?

Choose three of your favorite foods and trace the food energy through a

food chain. Usiag the 10% Role, compute the ene gy available to you from the

sun's original energy. Which foods retain the highest energy level?

10
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Activity II

Mbst students are aware of many of the things a farmer goes through to

raise a crop or product and a few probably know something about the energy

efficiency of this occupation, but certainly none are fully aware of what

happens to the agricultural product after. it is produced or of the.tremendous

amount of ene,:y used in getting it.from the farm to the table of the consumer.

This activity is designed in the hope of impressing the students with the large

quantities of energy involved in the U.S. food system. Perhaps your pointing

out to the students that the average American needs 1500kcal /day/100 lbs of

body weight would make them more aware of this fact. This is one reason why

all the energy measurements are made in kca1/100 lbs of crop or product.

While this activity is written so that a student couldcompare everything

by himself, it is possible he might become engrossed in the computations and

fail to look at where most of the energy is being used. For this reason it

is suggested that the class be broken into groups of 2 or 3 and each assigned

a crop or even two for comparison of crop efficiency. It is advisable that

there be overlap in these assignments; that is, one group compares greenbeans

and soybeans, another compares soybeans and grain corn, etc.

The data in Table I has been generated to reflect proportionate use of

energy for each activity and is not actual data, collected in a study. The

energy gains for the crops and products, however, are factual results of inten-

sive agriculture in the U.S.
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The data in Table 2 is based on information'in Cook's Man, Energy, Society

mud presented in the following diagram:

Processing

Packaging

Agricultural Production

Transportation 3%

Preparation in Homes
and Restuarants

Storage & birigeration
The final energy gain of a specific crop or product may be slightly larger or

smaller than actually measured in studies. The inaccuracies will hopefully

be offset by achieving the objective of making the students aware of the

relative energy inputs in the food system.

If students are to do this exercise individually, they can generate

their own composite chart of energy gains, or the teacher may dictate a

format to be followed. If performed as groups in class, the teacher may wish

to present only the first half of the composite chart on the board. After

the students have computed and entered their findings on ihe chart, a class

discussion on the energy gains and information in Figure I may be desirable.

While the students are computing the energy gains for the total food system

from Table 2, the teacher may then add on the remainder of the composite chart,

to be filled in by the students and followed by a summary discussion.

Additional information you may want to make available to the students during

the discussions is presented on the following page.
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1. Acreage Required to Produce One Million Calories (kcal)

Food Acres of Food Acres of
Source Land Source Land
Sugar 0.15 Hogs (pork

and Lard) 2.0

Potatoes 0.44 Whole milk 2.8

Corn - as meal 0.9 Eggs 7.8

Wheat - as whole
wheat flour 0.9 Chicken 9.3,

Wheat - as refined
wheat flour 1.2 Steers 17.0

Energy Inputs of Fresh and Processed Foods (Units in ETUIlb)
(from Energy and Food, A.J. Friesch, et.al.)

Home
Grown

Fresh
Produce

Canned Fre.en Dehydrated

Carrots 1,300 4,750 9,200 12,750 3;,100
Peas 7,450 10,900 14,250 12,150 37,100
Apples 917 5,950 4,000 9,260 23,200
Potatoes 2,850 6,250 9,000 14,950 26,700

* 1 BTU im 0.252 kcal

3. Energy use in the U.S. food system, 1940 through 1970, compared
to the caloric content of food consumed. (From Steinhart and
Steinhart, 1974)

447.
"CD

2500

c 2000

E. 1500

c 1000

aik
ag 500

o
c o 100
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Attivity II Energy Gain of Intensive Agricultural Products in the U.S.

Food System

Now that you are familiar with man's position in food chains and the

transfer of energy through those natural food systems, let's look at the

energy involved in man's food systems. When man was a hunter-gatherer, very

little energy.beyond manpower was invested to obtain his energy requirements.

With the advent of agriculture, man began investing energy into tools and

agricultural practices to increase the amount of sunlight energy captured by

his crops in the field. However, the efficiency of raising a crop would be

greatly reduced if the amount of energy invested equalled or exceeded the

amount of energy captured by that crop and made available to man.

One way of measuring the efficiency of agricultural crqps and products is

in terms of energy gain. As defined earlier, energy gain =
energy available
to society (output)

but as applicable to this agricultural situation,
energy put in by
society (input)

it would be:
calories (kcal) value of food

energy gain energy (kcal) put in to make this

food available to man.

For example, if a farmer invests only 40 kcal of energy for every 100

kcal that is released by some crop, then that crop has an energy gain of 2.5

(which means, for every kcal put into producing that crop, 2.5 kcal is released

and available to the consumer). Agricultural crops and products which have

gains of more than 1.0 are very efficient because we're getting more energy out

of them than we're putting in. Gains less than 1.0 are inefficient but tolerated

and often encouraged because of consumer demand for the agricultural product.

Post ()Oen the efficiency oti agticuttuAat pAoduct6 aAe meautked in teAms

olS an eneAgy aubaidy; that is, how much eneAgy muat be inveated t4 get a

apecilic amount o enemy out o6 that pAodIct.

Ene4gy subsidy
eneAgy input
enag y output

14



Table 1. Energy output and inputs for various agricultural crops and products. Energy
units ars in Kcal/100 pounds of crop or product.

Cror

d/Oroduct

Food
Value

(Output)

Energy from gasoline,
fuel oil, LP gas, and
electricity to plow, disk,
plant and harvest crops,
heat buildings, run
machinery. Fertilizers Pesticides Irrigation

Additional
Factors

Potatoes 38,640 13,310 7,290 1,460 3,700

Onions 22,270 9,090 3,330 1,080 3,000

Greenbeans 38,200 44,340 11,310 6,650 14,100

Cabbage 16,180 6,520 2,180 1,030 2,720

Sweet Corn 160,000 21,310 10,490 6,900 5.150

Grain Corn 160,000 17,940 8,970 4,300 5,150

Soy Beans 159,000 31,190 10,830 4,500 12,370

Apples 29,100 10,960 1,500 5,700 4,230

Grapes 35,:,S0 17,960 3,770 5,160 , 5,350

Milk 31,370 4,830 Hay Feed
26,030

Beef 115,600 153,750 Grain Feed
1,021,250

Eggs 67,270 82,800 Grain Feed
168,000

15



Th44 iA jU4t the inveue 06 enengy gain. Fon nea4on4 06 Aimpticity
and to avoid conliusing the student, it MA decided to pusent eveny-
thing in teula 06 enekgy gain. Shoutd you nun ackoss enemy subsidies
in youn 4eakch 6ok additionat in6okmation, the conveuion to enengy
gain4 4 6 easity aceomptished by inveraing and dividing. Fon instance
a subsidy 06 0.4 woutd be:

0.441.
1

1

invented to
0- 4

2.5 enengy gain.
.

Table 1 shows the amount of energy used by the various activities

needed to produce 100 lbs of a number of agricultural crops and products

and also the amount of energy available to the consumer in that 100 lbs.

Which of these crops or products do you think have gains greater than 1.0?

Compute the total energy input and the energy gain for each crop and product

to verify your suspicions. Can you suggest any explanations for those crops

or products with a gain less than 1.0?

*A6 4hown in the coMposite chant 06 Enemy Gainz, onty gkeenbean4,
:)eeli, and eggs have gains tus than 1.0. The bee6 and eggs 4houtd
have been suspected because they arm 6nom the 4econd tkophic tevet
(henbivone) in the 600d pyvamid white att the otheA4 ake pkoducen4.

Gneenbean4 and othek seed vegetabte4 compnize onty a 4matt pant o6
the entine ptant, by wtight. As a Acsutt, much o6 the enengy input
iA "wa4ted" gkowing the /test 06 the ptant. In pnactice, the neat
o6 the ptant 4.4 06ten used as 6odden 60k domatic animat4, but th24
doe4 not dikeetty inckease the enengy output 06 the gneenbean4.
Companed to the Low enekgy output 06 gneenbean4, 40ybean4 netease
about tiouit timez az much enekgy and thene6oke have a high enehgy
gain.
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A hundred years ago, much manpower and animal labor was used to raise a

crop, and domestic animals were allowed to forage in the pasture or on an

open range. All these practices produced low yields, but also required low

energy input resulting in very high gains. Modern farm practices use farm

machinery, fertilizers, pesticides and irrigation to increase the crop yield

per acre, but this also requires the expenditure of large amounts of energy.

Such energy intensive agricultural practices reduce the efficiency of raising

crops, bht usually keep the energy gains above 1.0. Figure 1 compares the

energy gairs for low intensity and intensive crops and products. It is obvious

that much of the inefficiency in our agricultural system comes from our raising

of animal products. Using your know3edge of food chains and energy gains in

raising crops, explain why beef cattle can be efficiently raised on the range,

but are inefficient when raised on grass and hay in the pasture or on grain

corn in the feedlots.

*Range ptant4 ate not cuttivated and, theteote, theit enetgy output
i4 "Ifitee" suntight enekgy. The oass and hay 6ot. cattte tettitized,
mowed, bated, ttanspotted, stoted, and kediztnibuted to the 6ie2d ot
batn whene the cattte spend the tai.nten. The avotabte ene4gy gain o6
hay (about 5.0) is tost because o6 att the enemy expended in th14
mechanized hatvesting, etc. The 6avoltabte eneAgy gain o6 pain cotn
44 £04t tO an even gmatut extent due to the enekgy invotved in ttans-
potting, etc.

17 1 9
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Figure 1. Energy gains
for low intensity and
intensive agricultural
products. For compar-
ison, the energy history
of the U.S. food system is
also shown. (Adapted from
Steinhart and Steinhart,
1974).

The overall pattern for the energy history of the U.S. food system is

also shown in Figure 1 for purposes of comparison. If most of the crops

produced by intensive agriculture are still efficiently grown, what could

.account for the tremendous decrease in the energy gain for the U.S. food

system?
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Table 2. Food related energy consumption after the crop or product is produced.
Energy units are in Kca1/100 pounds of crop or product.

Cro p

Product

Processing
and

Packaging Transportation
Refrigeration
and Storage_

22,900

Preparation in
the Home or
Restaurant

42,930Potatoes 47,230 4,290

Onions 30,250 2,750 14,670 27,500

Greenbeans 140,070 12,730 67,910 127,340

Cabbage 22,830 2,070 11,070 20,750

Sweet Corn 80,390 7,310 38,980 73,080

(used in bird
feeders)

Grain Corn 66,660 6,060 32,320 None

(used in vege-
table oils)

Soy Beans 107,970. 9,810 52,350 None

Apples 41,050 3,730 19,900 37,320

Grapes 59,110 5,370 28,660 53,730

Milk 56,580 5,140 27,430 51,440

Beef 2,154,1/0 195,830 1,044,450 1,958,330

Eggs :59,1300 41,800 222,930 418,000
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Obviously, producing a crop or product is not the end of energy

input into our food system, for a crop is seldom eaten in the field.

It goes through a series of energy demanding steps before the agri-

cultural product is on the table and ready to be eaten by the consumer.

Table 2 shows the amounts of energy required for each of the various

steps in the food system. Calculate the total energy required to

produce and deliver each crop and product to the consumer's table

and then the total energy gain.

What factors account for the largest energy consumption in our

food system? Such large inputs of energy into our food system,

relative to such low outputs in our food, is not compatible with the

present world energy situation. What can be done to reduce these

energy inputs?

20



Energy Units in Kcal/100 lbs.
Crop Product Composite Chart of Entirgy Gains for

Various Agricultural Crops and Products

Crop

,..-.1.:roduct

Energy
Output

Energy Input to
Produce Crop or
Product

Energy
Gain

Energy :nput to Bring
the Farm Product to
the Consumer

Total Energy Input in
the Food System for
Crop or Product

Food System
Energy
Gain

Potatoes 38,640 25,760

-
1.5 117,350 143,110 0.27

Onions 22,270 16,500 1.35

-

75,170 91,670
,

0.24

_

Greenbeans 38,200 76,400 0.5 348,050 424,450 0.09

Cabbage 16,180 12,450 1.3 56,720 69,170
4,

0.23
.4-

.

Sweet Corn 160,000 43,850

...

3.65 199,760 243,610 0.66

--

,

Grain Corn 160,000 36,360 4.4 165,640 202,000
1

0.79

Soy Beans 159,000 58,890 2.7 268,280 327,170
,

0.49

Apples 29,100 22,390

..,

1.3 102,000 124,390 0.23

Grapes 35,460 32,240 1.1 146,870
4

179,110 0.20

Milk 31,370 30,860 1.0 140,590 171,450 0.18-

Beef 115,600 1,175,000 0.1 5,352,780 6,527,780 0.02

Eggs 67,270 250,800 0.3 1,142,530 1,393,330 0.05

2 4
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Activity III An Energy Menu (from Energy Conservation in the Host)

Review the items offered in the Menu on the following page and select

your "first preferences" based strictly on likes and dislikes. Place checks

beside those items on Column 1. Next, make selections from the menu on the

basis of tea4t energy consumption. Remember, the energy cost a a food

includes: fertilizers and insecticides; equipment; transportation; pro-

cessing, packaging, and preparation. Place a check by each "low energy"

item selected in Column 2. Then refer to the Energy Price List for each

item's Energy Cost. Indicate the "price" of each item you chose and deter-

mine your total bill. To discover how you might have saved energy, find the

differences between the individual items in the two columns and enter those

figures in Column 3. The differences will be losses or gains In costs.

Add the toal "pluses and minuses" in this column to find total energy

savings. If you were to select items or Column 1 (preferences) again, would

your choices be any different?

Thi4 activity iA meant to be pet6oved individualty, but a claos
di4cu4Qion could mity be genekatec: agetwakdis about othek p4oductz
and theik cooth in kaation to theik enengy conzumptivene64.

The cleas could even be divided into gkouo, each one anaty4ing
the catietekia menu 04 a ditgetent day 06 the week.
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ENERGY
APPETIZERS
(CHOOSE ONE FROM EACH PAIR)

Frozen Juice
Fresh Juice
Crackers A (unwrapped,
available to the cafeteria
in bulk)

Crackers B (wrapped indi-
vidually, packed in
small cartons)

Butter
Margarine

MAIN DISH (PLEASE MAKE A
FIRST AND SECOND CHOICE AS
WE DO NOT ALWAYS CARRY EACH
ENTREE)

Luncheon Meat
Chicken
Turkey
Rice with Vegetables
Beef (grass-fed)
Beef (grain-fed)

VEGETABLE (SORRY, TODAY WE
HAVE ONLY CARROTS, BUT YOU
HAY CHOOSE YOUR PREFERRED TYPE)

Fresh Carrots
Dehydrated Carrots
Frozen Carrots
Canned Carrots

DRINKS (PLEASE CHOOSE A FIRST
AND SECOND CHOICE AS WE SOMETIMES
RUN SHORT OF ONE KIND OF DRINK
AT LUNCH)

Soft Drink (in aluminum can)
Soft Drink (in returnable

glass bottle)
Milk
Beer (in aluminum can)
Beer (in returnable glass bottle)

IDESSERT: CHOOSE ONE

1

Apples (homegrown in our
cafeteria's own garden)

Apples (store-boLght)
Walnuts (shelled)
Walnuts (unshelled)
Ice Cream

TOTAL BILL

MENU

FIkST
PREFERENCE

LaST
ENERGY

3
DIFFERENCES

(+ or -)

1111111111.0*

011111.00

$
411Y.E.11.0111.00 "0.80,0/111

0111.01111.Y.10

11.11.0.

wawa*

6001...0

MMIMEMO 0.1.11010

40.111.0.10110.001.111 fribra
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0.00.100.
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.00001.000
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ENERGY PRICES

(Prices are proportional to actual energy expenditure)

APPETIZERS:
Fresh Juice: 12t
Frozen Juice: 46t
(Freezing and processing use a great deal of energy, both initially
and for storage)

_Cracker A: 10t
Cracker B: 15t
(Food excessively packaged or only available in small packages is more
energy-intensive than unwrapped foods or foods available in bulk)
Butter: 15t
Margarine: 5t

MAIN DISH:
Luncheon Meat:
Chicken:
Turkey:
Rice with
Vegetables:
Beef (grass-fed)
Beef (grain-fed)

$1.60 (Animals are inefficient converters of
.96 protein. A pound of meat requires about

1.06 four times the energy to produce and
market as a pound of vegetable protein.
Some animals are more efficient converters
of protein than others.)

.45

1.48
2.08

VEGETABLE:
Fresh Carrots: 12t
Dehydrated Carrots: 92t
Frozen Carrots: 31t
Canned Carrots: 23t
(Processed vegetables require more energy
and dehydration especially require large

DRINKS:
Soft Drink (aluminum can):
Soft Drink (returnable bottle):
Milk: 34t
Beer (aluminum can): 50t
Beer (returnable bottle): 25t

45st

31st

than fresh vegetables; freezing
amounts of energy.)

DESSERT:
Homegrown apple: 3t

Store-bought apple: 19t
(Homegrown apple by commercial methods saves commerce and transport;
organic methods would save more.)

Walnuts, shelled: $1.04
Walnuts, unshelled: 39t
Ice Cream: 60t
(Large quantities of milk are used; freezing is necessary.)

Source: (adapted from) Energy Menu. Food: Where Nutrition, Politica and
Culture Meet by Deborah Katz and Mary T. Goodwin

27
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EVALUATION (Prom Energy Conservation in the Home.)

1. Twelve areas in a food system are listed below for a frozen vegetable.
Which steps could be eliminated to save energy?

ii

12. eat

11. throw
away
packagc

10 thaw it &
cook it

9. take home &
put in freezerl

8. you drive to
market
to buy it

7. market keeps it
frozen

16. refrigerated truck
takes it to market

S. it is frozen

4 it is pacKaged

3. It is sliced by machine

2. transports it to a
processing plant

. someone else grows a vegetable

a.

b.

C.

Construct the food chain steps for a
canned soft drink and then make
suggestions for steps which might
be eliminated to save energy.

28
25

loo44ibte an4wela may be:

rij1 6 eat it IL.
1 5. take it home

and cook it I
i4. you drive to

fi

market arid buy it
I 3. refrigerates it at the 1

market

I. 2. transports it to market

else grows a vegetable

3. eat it

2. cook It

1. grow a vegetable in
our own arden

=m,

2. eat it raW

1. grow a vegetable in
your own garden
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STUDENT GUIDE

ActiAtiAltayLLy_lerFlcnhrou0NaturalSstems

Enera for all living organisms comes from the sun. Solar energy is

captured by green plants and transformed into chemical energy or food

energy by a process called photosynthesis. These green plants may be

called autotrophs, for this reason--they are self (auto) nourishing (troph)

-7
organisms; that is, they manufacture their own food. Members of the animal

kingdom, on the other hand, are other nourishing or heterotrophic organisms

because they must feed on the green plants or on other animals to acquire

the energy or nutrients (food) they need for life processes. Thus, energy

flows through a liviag system from the sun to autotrophs and then to

heterotrophs. Such an energy chain (or food chain) would look like this:

sun > autotroph> heterotroph

(green plant) (mouse, cow, man, deer)

Because different organisms have varying positions in the energy chain,

ecologists place organisms on trophic levels or levels of nourishment. The

first (or bottom) level is made up of the autotrophs, also called the producers,

because these green plants produce food for other organisms. Orgamisms that

eat the producers are called primary consumers and occupy the second trophic

level. The third trophic level is made up of secOndary consumers who feed upon

the primary consumers. Consumer levels continue through the fourth and even

fifth .levels in a few cases depending on the length of the energy or food

chain. One example of a food chain would be: sun-H> grass --->mouse--> owl

Another example would be: sun ---> algae--> mosquito larvae > sunfish--> pike > man

1- 5
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Identify the following for the above food chains:

Producers

Primary Consumers

Secondary Consumers

.Tertialy Consumers (third level'consumer).

Quaternary Consumers (fourth level consumers)

In the next food chain, what trophic level does man occupy?

sun---> tomatoes >man

What about this food chain? sun H> grass --i>cow

Other terms often used to describe positions in food chains are--herbivore,

carnivore, and omnivore, where the trophic levels match as follows:

herbivore -- primary consumer (plant eater)

carnivore -- secondary consumer

tertiary consumer (meat eater)

quaternary consumer

omnivore -- occupies varying trophic levels from primary through quaternary

consumer depending upon food eaten (eats both plant and animal)

Another group of organisms, which are extremely important to our ecosystem,

function as decomposers in the food chain. These organisms, such as fungi,

bacteria, snails, etc., are called saprovores and feed on non-living organic

matter and aid in the process of decay.

31
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1 = Producer Level

2 s. Primary Consumer

3 = Secondary Consumer

4 = Tertiary Consumer (3rd level)

5 = Quaternary Consumer (4th level)



To illustrate the use of these terms, ',hen you eat a raw carrot, you are '

occupying the primary consumer's trophic level and are eating as an herbivore

when you eat beef or pork or chicken, you are functioning as a secondary

consumer and as a caenivore. In eating ftsh, you may be at either the second,

third or fourth consumer level depending upon what that particular fish had

eaten before it was caught. Because the fish is animal matter, you are again

.eating as a carnivore. As you can see from the above examples, you are also

an omnivore because your diet consists of both plant and animal material.

Would a person on a vegetarian diet be a herbivore, a carnivore or an

omnivore? What if that person also ate eggs and cheese?

List the foods you had for breakiast or lunch today. Trace the various

food chains involved in each of the different foods you ate and record whether

you were functioning as a primary consumer (herbivore), secondary or higher

level consumer. Which level do you seem to occupy most often?

For some added information, try weighing your food on a gram (metric) food

'scale before you eat. How much does your entire meal weigh? Are you eating

more meat (by weight) or more vegetables, fruits or breads? What percentage

by weight is the meat? What percentage of your meal (by weight) is plant

material? As measured by percent of diet by weight, which trophic level do

you most often occupy?



You have been introduced to various terms that help to catalogue the food

you eat. You are now aware of trophic levels, herbivores, carnivores, omnivores,

and saprovores. You have diagrammed some of yourown food chains and found that

you occupy different trophic levels depending upon the food you eat. But what

does all this mean? What's the point?

The major point is one concerning energy. Why do we need to eat? We need

to eat to supply our bodies with the energy needed to live. All our body

processes and movements require energy and our energy source is food.

As you learned in previous modules, some energy is lost as it is transferred

or transformed from one situation to the next. (Remember energy source end

energy receiver?) Food is your energy source,

and ultimately, all food energy comes from

the sun. How efficient are we in using

the sun's energy?

THIRD ORDER
CONSUMER

Al4c4w6Qmsw

SECOND ORDER

CONSUMER

PRODUCER

FIRST ORDtR
CONSUMER

Study the diagram of the Energy Pyramid. Notice that the energy originally

comes from the sun. The sun's energy is captured through photosynthesis at the

producer level. Then the energy moves through the consumer levels from first

order consumer through the second, third, fourth and sometimes fifth level.

Notice that the diagram is in the shape of a pyramid. Why do you think this is

so? According to the previous discussion on energy transfer, what is happening

from one level to the next?
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That's right! Some energy is "lost" through

the food chain as heat energy. (The energy is

not really "lost", it's just transformed into a form of

energy we cannot use.) The food energy moves through

the energy pyramid (through the trophic levels)

with what is called the 10% Rule. Each

higher level is able to obtain only 10% of the energy available from the lower

level. For example, in the food chain grass mouse snake, the mouse receives

10% of the energy the grass has stored and the snake receives only. 10% of the energy

the mouse received from the grass. Thus, as the energy moves through the food

chain, less and less of the original energy of the sun and the plants is available.

An analogy would be to think of 1,000 energy units representing the food energy

available at the producer level. 10% of 1,000 is 100, which is the energy available

at the first consumer level; 10% of 100 is 30 left at the second consumer level;

10% of 10 is lunit left at the third consumer level. So, in transferring energy

through three trophic levels, 1,000 energy units were reduced to 1 energy unit

available at that third level. Are we more efficient food energy consumers as

herbivores or as carnivores?

Choose three of your favorite foods and trace the food energy through a

food chain. Using the 10% Rule, compute the energy available to you from the

sun's original energy. Which foods retain the highest energy level?

10
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Activity II

Most students are aware of many of the things a farmer goes through to

raise a crop or product and a few probably know something about the energy

efficiency of this occupation, but certainly none are fully aware of what

happens tt, the agricultural product after it is produced or of the tremendous

amount of energy used in getting it from the farm to the table of the consumer.

This activity is designed in the hope of impressing the students with the large

quantities of energy involved in the U.S. food system. Perhaps your pointing

out to the students that the average American needs 1500kcal /day/100 lbs of

body weight would make them more aware of this fact. This is one reason why

all the energy measurements are made in kcal/l00 lbs of crop or product.

While this activity is written so that a student couldcompare everything

by himself, it is possible he might become engrossed in the computations,nd

fail to look at where most of the energy is being used. For this reason it

is suggested that the class be broken into groups of 2 or 3 and each assigned

a crop or even two for comparison of crop efficiency. It is advisable that

there be overlap in these assignments; that is, one group compares greenbeans

and soybeans, another compares soybeans and grain corn, etc.

The data in Table I has been generated to reflect proportionate use of

energy for each activity and is not actual data collected in a study. The

energy gains for the crops and products, however, are factual results of inten-

sive agriculture in the U.S.

11



The data in Table 2 is based on informatimi in Cook's Mani_ Energy, Society

and presented in the following diagram:

Processing

Packaging

Agricultural Production

Transportation 3%

Preparation in Homes
and Restuarants

Storage& Refrigeration
The final energy gain of a specific crop or product may be slightly larger or

smaller than actually measured in studies. The inaccuracies will hopefully

be offset by achieving the objective of making the students aware of the

relative energy inputs in the food system.

If students are to do this exercise individually, they can generate

their own composite chart of energy gains, or the teacher may dictate a

format to be followed. If performed as groups in class, the teacher may wish

to present only the first half of the composite chart on the board. After

the students have computed and entered their findings on the chart, a class

discussion on the energy gains and information in Figure I may be lesirable.

While the students are computing the energy gains for the total food system

from Table 2, the teacher may then add on the remainder of the composite chart,

to be filled in by the students and followed by a summary discussion.

Additional information you may want to make available to the students during

the discussions is presented on the following page.

12



1. Acreage Required to Produce One Million Calories (kcal)

Food Acres of Food Acres of
Source Land Source Land
Swat. 0.15 Hogs (pork

and Lard) 2.0

Potatoes 0.44 Whole milk 2.8

Corn - as meal 0.9 Eggs 7.8

Wheat - as whole
wheat flour 0.9 Chicken 9.3

Wheat - as refined
wheat flour 1.2 Steers 17.0

Energy Inputs of Fresh and Processed Foods (Units
(from Energy and Food, A.J. Friesch, et.al.)

in ETU*/1b)

Home
Grown

Fresh
Produce

Canned Frozen Dehydrated

Carrots 1,300 4,750 9,200 12,750 :A7,100
Peas 7,450 10,900 14,250 12,750 37,100
Apples 917 5,950 4,000 9,200 23,200
Potatoes 2,850 6,250 9,000 14,950 26,700

* 1 BTU 0.252 kcal

3. Energy use in the U.S. food system, 1940 through 1970, compared
to the caloric content of food consumed. (From Steinhart and
Steinhart, 1974)

vo4 2500
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Activity II Energy Gain of Intensive Agricultural Products in the U.S.
Food System

Now that you are familiar with man's position in food chains and the

transfer of energy through those natural food systems, let's look at the

energy involved in man's food systems. When man was a hunter-gatherer, very

little energy beyond manpower was invested to obtpin his energy requirements.

With the advent of agriculture, man began investing energy into tools and

agricultural practices to increase the amount of sunlight energy captured by

his crops in the field. However, the efficiency of raising a crop would be

greatly reduced if the amount of energy invested equalled or exceeded the

amount of energy captured by that crop and made available to man.

One way of measuring the efficiency of agricultural crops and products is

in terms of energy gain. As defined earlier, energy gain = energy available
to society (output)

but as applicable to this agricultural situation, energy put in by
society (input)

it would be:

energy gain =
calories (kcal) value of food
energy (kcal) put in to make this

food available to man.

For example, if a farmer invests only 40 kcal of energy for every 100

kcal that is released by some crop, then that crop has an energy gain of 2.5

(which means, for every kcal put into producing that crop, 2.5 kcal is released

and available to the consumer). Agricultural crops and products which have

gaing of more than 1.0 are very efficiont because we're getting more energy out

of them than we're putting in. Gains less than 1.0 are inefficient but tolerated

and often encouraged because of consumer demand for the agricultural product.

3 9
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Table 1. Energy output and inputs for variou, agricultural crops and products. Energyunits are in Kca1/100 pounds of crop or product.

Crop

Product

Food
Value
(Output)

Energy from gasoline,
fuel oil, LP gas, and
electricity to plow, disk,
plant and harvest crops,
heat buildings, run
machinery. Fertilizers

-

Pesticides Irrigation
Additional
Factors

Potatoes 38,640 13,310 7,290 1,460 3,700

Onions 22,270 9,090 3,330 1,080 3,000

Greenbeane 38,200 44,340 11,310 6,650 14,100

Cabbage 16,180 6,520 2,180 1,010 2,720

Sweet Corn 160,000 21,310 10,490 6,900 5.150

Grain Corn 160,000 17,940 6,970 4,300 5,150

Soy Beans 159,000 31,190 10,830 4,500 12,370

Apples 29,100 10,960 1,00 5,700 4,230

Grapes 35,460 17,960 3,770 5,160 5,350

Milk 31,370 4,830 Hey Feed
26,030

Beef 115,600 153,750
Grain Feed
1,021,250

Eggs 67,270 82,800
Grain Feed
168,000

15



Table 1 shows the amount of energy used by the various activities
111

needed to produce 100 lbs of a number of agricultural crops and products

and also the amount of energy available to the consumer in that 100 lbs.

Which of these crops or products do you think have gains greater than 1.0?

Compute the total energy input and the energy gain for each crop and product

to verify your suspicions. Can you suggest any explanations for those crops

or products with a gain less than 1.0?

41
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A hundred years ago, much manpower and animal labor was used to raise a

crop, and domestic animals were allowed to forage in the pasture or on an

open range. All these practices produced low yields, but a:lso required low

energy input resulting in very high gains. Modern farm practices use farm

machinery, fertilizers, pesticides and irrigation to increase the crop yield

per acre, but this also requires the expenditure of large amounts of energy.

Such energy intensive agricultural practices reduce the efficiency of raising

crops, but usually keep the energy gains above 1.0. Figure 1 compares the

energy gains for low intensity and intensive crops and products. It is obvious

that much of the inefficiency in our agricultural system comes from our raising

of animal products. Using your knowledge of food chains and energy gains in

raising crops, explain why beef cattle can be efficiently raised on the range,

but are inefficient when raised on grass and hay in the pasture or on grain

cordin the feedlots.
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Figure 1. Energy gains
for low intensity and
intensive agricultural
products. For compar-
ison, the energy history
of the U.S. food system is
also shown. (Adapted from
Steinhart and Steinhart,
1974).

The overall pattern for the energy history of the U.S. food system is

also shown in Figure 1 for purposes of comparison. If most of the crops

produced by intensive agriculture are still efficiently giOwn, what could

account for the tremendous decrease in tile energy gain for the U.S. food

system?
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Table 2. Food related energy consumption after the crop or product is produced.
Energy units are in Kca1/100 pounds of crop or product.

Crop

Product

Processing
and

Packaging

47,230

Transportation

4,290 *

Refrigeration
and Storage

22,900

Preparation in
the Home or
Restaurant

42,930
Potatoes

Onions 30,250, 2,750 14,670 27,500
_

,

Greenbeans
,

140,070 12,730 67,910 127,340

Cabbage 22,830 2,070 11,070 20,750

Sweet Corn 80,390 7,310 38,980 73,080
(used in bird
feeders)

Grain Corn 66,660

,

6,060 32,320 None
(used in vege-
table oils)

Soy Beans

.

107,970 9,810 52,350 None

Apples 41,050 3,730 19,900 37,320

Grapes 59,110

,

5,370 28,660 53,730

Milk 56,580 5,140 27,430 51,440

Beef 2,154,170 195,830 1,044,450 1,958,330

Eggs 459,800 41,800 222,930
_

418,000
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Obviously, producing a crop or product is not the end of energy

input into our food system, for a crop is seldom eaten in the field.

It goes through a series of energy demanding steps before the agri-

cultural product is on the table and ready to be eaten by the consumer.

Table 2 shows ti,.1 amounts of energy required for each of the various

steps in the food system. Calculate the total energy required to

produce and deliver each crop and product to the consumer's table

and then the total "energy gain.

What factors account for the largest energy consumption in our

food system? Such large inputs of energy into our food system,

relative to such low outputs in our food, is not compatible with the

present world energy situation. What can be done to reduce these

energy inputs?

4 5
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Energy Units in Kcal/100 lbs.
Crop Product

Canposite Chart of Energy Gains for
Various Agricultural Crops and Products

Crop

Product
Energy
Output

Energy Input to
Produce Crop or
Product

Energy
Gain

Energy Input to Bring
the Farm Product to
the Consumer

Total Energy Input in
the Food System for
Crop or Product

Food System
Energy
Gain

Potatoes 38,640
,

25,760
-

1.5 117,350 143,110
.

0.27
Onions 22,270 16,500 1.35

a

75,170 91,670 0.24-..

Greenbeans
.

38,200 76,400 0.5 348,050 424,450 0.09
Cabbage

,

16,180
.

12,450 1.3 56,720 69,170 0.23
Sweet Corn 160,000 43,850 3.65 199,760 243,610 0.66
Grain Corn 160,000 36,360 4.4 165,640 202,000

,

0.79
Soy Beans 159,000 58,890 2.7 268,280 327,170 0.49
Apples 29,100 22,390 1.3 102,000 124,390

1

0.23
Grapes 35,460 32,240

_.

1.1 146,870 179,110 0.20
Milk 31,370 30,860 1.0 140,590 171,450 0.18
Beef 115,600 1,175,000 0.1 5,352,780 6,527,780 0.02
Eggs 67,270 250,800 0.3 1,142,530 1,393,330 0.05

Ow.
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Activity III An Energy Menu (from Energy Conservation in the Rome)

Review the items offered in the Menu on the following page and select

your "first preferences" based strictly od likes and dislikes. Place checks

beside those items on Column 1. Next, make selections from the menu on the

basis of Zect4t energy consumption. Remember, the energy cost of a food

includes: fertilizers and insecticides; equipment; transportation; pro-

cessing, packaging, and preparation. Place a check by each "low energy"

item selected in Column 2. Then refer to the Energy Price List for each

item's Energy Cost. Indicate the "price" of each item you chose and deter-

mine your total bill. To discover how you might have saved energy, find the

differences between the individual items in the two columns and enter those

figures in Column 3. The dIfferences will be losses or gains in costs.

Add the toal "pluses and minuses" in this column to find total energy

savings. If you were to select items or Column 1 (preferences) again, would

your choices be any different?

48
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ENERGY
APPETIZERS
(CHOOSE ONE FROM EACH PAIR)

Frozen Juice
Fresh Juice
Crackers A (unwrapped,
available to the cafeteria
in bulk)

Crackers B (wrapped indi-
vidually, packed in
small cartons)

Butter
Margarine

MENU

FAST LEiST
PREFERENCE ENERGY

11-7
INEYY .1.1111111111/10

YlimmaaImm.

loadmiagi.

YIN. ay

MAIN DISH (PLEASE MAKE A
FIRST AND SECOND CHOICE AS
WE DO NOT ALWAYS CARRY EACH
ENTREE)

Luncheon Meat
Chicken
Turkcy

amba.. YM.IY*

M.0.110.

Rice with Vegetables Yit

Beef (grass-fed)
Beef (grain-fed)

ompag...

VEGETABLE (SORRY, TODAY WE
HAVE ONLY CARROTS, BUT YOU
MAY CHOOSE YOUR PREFERRED TYPE)

Fresh Carrots
Dehydrated Carrots
Frozen Carrots .11milaMelpoy

IpmfCanned Carrots MIYMINN.M
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DRINKS (PLEASE CHOOSE A FIRST
AND SECOND CHOICE AS WE SOMETIMES
RUN SHORT OF ONE KIND OF DRINK
AT LUNCH)

Soft Drink (in aluminum can)
Soft Drink (in returnable

glass bottle)
Milk
Beer (in aluminum can)
Beer (in returnable glass bottle)

DESSERT: CHOOSE ONE
Apples (homegrown in our
cafeteria's own garden)

Apples (store-boLght)
Walnuts (shelled)
Walnuts (uEshelled)
Ice Cream

TOTAL BILL
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ENERGY PRICES

(Prices are proportional to actual energy expenditure)

APPETIZERS:
Fresh Juice: 124
Frozen Juice: 46*
(Freezing and processing use a great deal of energy, both initially
and for storage)

Cracker A: 10t
Cracker B: 15t
(Food excessively packaged or only available in small packages is more
energy-intensive than unwrapped foods or foods available in bulk)

Butter: 15t
Margarine: 5t

MAIN DISH:
Luncheon Meat:
Chicken:
Turkey:
Rice with
Vegetables: .45

Beef (grass-fed) 1.48
Beef (grain-fed) 2.08

$1.60 (Animals are inefficient converters of
.96 protein. A pound of meat requires about

1.06 four times the energy to produce and
market as a pound of vegetable protein.
Some animals are more efficient converters
of protein than others.)

VEGETABLE:
Fresh Carrots: 12t
Dehydrated Carrots: 92*
Frozen Carrots: 31t
Canned Carrots: 23t
(Processed vegetables require more energy than fresh vegetables; freezing
and dehydratiorcespecially require large amounts of energy.)

DRINKS:
Soft Drink (aluminum can):
Soft Drink (returnable bottle):
Milk: au
Beer (aluminum can): 50t
Beer (returnable bottle): 25t

45*
31t

DESSERT:
Homegrown apple: 3t

Store-bought apple: 19t
(Homegrown apple by commercial methods saves commerce and transport;
organic methods would save more.)

Walnuts, shelled: $1.04
Walnuts, unshelled: 39*
Ice Cream: 60*
(Large quantities of milk are used; freezing is necessary.)

Source: (adapted from) Energy Menu, Food: Where Nutrition, POZitics and
Culture Meet by Deborah Katz and Mary T. Goodwin
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EVALUATION, (From Energy Conservation in the Home.)

1. Twelve areas in a food system are listed below for a frozen vegetable.
Which steps could be eliminated to save energy?

1

12. eat it

11. throw
away
packagc

10, thaw it &
cook it

9. take home &
put in freezer)

I 1
8. Ku drive to

market
to buy it

to,

7. market keeps it
frozen

6. refrigerated truck
takes It to market

5. it is frozen

4. it is packaged

3 it is sliced by machine

2. transports it to a
processing plant

1. someone else grows a vegetable

Construct the food chain steps for a
canned soft drink and then make
suggestions for steps which might
be eliminated to save energy.


